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cars," along with the tools to make the most of
every collecting opportunity is a collecting
essential. Compact and organized, with listings
for a variety of cars, this book allows you access
to details while you're at a show, or in the hobby
shop. With price listings for each car, collector
advice, and contact information for hundreds of
groups and associations, this small-size guide
truly represents the idea that great things come
in small packages.
Matchbox Toys - Bruce Stoneback 1997
With the endless choice of models available, past
and present, Matchbox Toys affords an overview
of the whole market, providing an indispensable
guide for collector s of all ages, and at all stages
of collecting. '
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Matchbox Toys - Nick Jones 2017-01-24
A fully illustrated and nostalgic history of
Matchbox Toys and the company that made
them, which will appeal to the generations of
people who have played with them over the
decades--and also collectors.
Hot Cars - Beckett Publications (Firm). 1999
Shows and describes the current values of toy
cars made by Matchbox, Hot Wheels, and Johnny
Lightning
Diecast Toy Cars of the 1950s & 1960s - Andrew
Ralston 2009-07
A guide for collectors discusses the history of
die-cast toy cars of the 1950s and 1960s and
surveys the companies that manufactured the
toys around the world, including such major
names as Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys, Solido, Tekno,
and Tootsietoy.
Toy Car Collector's Guide - Dana Johnson
2001-10-01
An all-new price guide for the die-hard toy car
collector, this volume coversthe whole range
from Aardvark to Zylmex. Photos.
Miniature Cars - Julie Beyer 2000
Discusses the history of die-cast toy cars, their
manufacture, values, and how to start a
collection.
Warman's Matchbox Field Guide - Tom Larson
2008-03-31
Matchbox cars are only second to Hot Wheels in
popularity &break;&break;Features unique
index to help you locate fellow Matchbox
collectors &break;&break;Small package allows
you access to information while you're on the got
&break;&break;For a collector with a passion
for pocket-sized racers, access to updated
pricing and photos of your favorite "compact
matchbox-toys-a-collectors

Matchbox Cars - Mac Ragan 2002
This colorful history features a full-color gallery
of Matchbox cars from the beginning in the late
1940s to today. A look inside the development of
the company, as well as some of the more
collectible and most sought after Matchbox cars
and accessories, are chronicled in this book. The
book brings the birth and development of
matchbox to life. Ragan's stunning photography
takes the reader on a nostalgic tour of one of
America's favorite toys.
Lesney's Matchbox Toys - Charlie Mack
2001-01-01
An informative book by one of America's
foremost authorities. The toys pictured and
listed in this volume represent the major
variations of the most popular series made by
Lesney Products from 1947 to mid-1969.
Includes list of organized clubs.
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their popular playsets, dolls, plastic kits, robots,
and ephemera, all in one massive volume. The
international scope of Matchbox toys is
illustrated through catalogs, boxes, and labels
on toys printed in a dozen languages. The
updated price guide is useful.
Diecast Cars of the 1960s - Mac Ragan 2000
Fueled by nostalgia, todays flea markets and
auction websites abound with thousands of
pocket-sized vehicles. Arranged by vehicle types
this colour history is filled with photos depicting
the most significant of these miniatures. Brief
histories of the manufacturers appear
throughout, accompanied by overviews and
descriptions of the individual toy vehicles.
Warman's Hot Wheels Field Guide - Michael
Zarnock 2010-07-27
The take-it-with-you collecting resource... At
last, a guide you can really carry along to flea
markets and garage sales, containing hundreds
of illustrations and photos to make on-the-spot
appraisals easy. • 725 photos and listings • The
hottest Hot Wheels car colors • Breakdown:
each year's best castings • Most collectible Hot
Wheels cars
The Big Book of Matchbox Superfast Toys:
1969-2004 - Charlie Mack 2005
The largest book on Matchbox Toys ever
produced - so big it is two books with over 7000
color photos and over 10,000 listed variations!
The detailed, beautiful photos are a great aid to
collectors for identification and color reference.
Variation Listings arranged alpha-numerically by
product numbers, and photos of the Basic
Models appear in Volume1. Each photo includes
the product number and name for easy reference
to the Variation Listings. Helpful indexes, MAN
number, and model names (actual base names),
as well as a general alphabetical index are in
Volume 2.
The Other Matchbox Toys 1947-2004 - Dana
Johnson 2005
Dana Johnson Dana Johnson, author of Diecast
Toys & Scale Models, Toy Car Collector's Guide,
and Matchbox Toys, 1947 to 2003, Fourth
Edition, is at it again! His first volume is the
most user-friendly Matchbox guide ever
produced, and his second promises to be the
same. This all-new volume covers Major Pack
models, Kingsize, Models of Yesteryear, and
larger Matchbox Collectibles. The Dinky

Matchbox - Richard Scholl 2002-01
For 50 years, Matchbox has been producing
classic die-cast toy cars for the delight of
millions of children and adult collectors around
the world. In honor of their 50th anniversary,
this book celebrates the toy car's history. 1,500
photos.
MoY and DY - collector's catalogue - 2010
Matchbox Toys - 1983
Redline Archeology - Young 2018-09-15
Redline Archeology answers the on-going
demand of Hot Wheels collectors' desire to learn
the secrets to discovering rare, original
collections. Sparked by a child's excitement over
a new toy in 1968, the book chronicles 25 years
of amazing scores. The detailed history recounts
how Bob Young has become one of the most
successful and unique collectors in the hobby
today. The secrets within the pages reveal how
he discovered original collections, to how his
techniques have evolved with the ever-changing
technology. Filled with great photos and stories
about some of the most interesting and
incredible finds, Redline Archeology is a must
read for any serious collector of not only Hot
Wheels, but any collectible.
"Matchbox" 1-75 Series, 1953-1969 - Michael
J. Stannard 1987
Matchbox Toys - Charlie Mack 1999-01
Matchbox die-cast toys produced after Universal
transferred company ownership to Tyco are
presented here with a detailed, incisive text
explaining the variations, the number code of all
the toys, and clear color photos. Includes the
Matchbox vehicles and toy lines of Harley
Davidson motorcycles, Thunderbirds action
figures, Live N Learn preschool toys, and Crash
Dummies.
Matchbox Toys - Bruce Stoneback 1993-05
Full-color illustrations feature hundreds of
matchbox toys and help trace the evolution of
the popular playthings.
Matchbox toys - Bruce Stoneback 2002
Encyclopedia of Matchbox Toys - Charles
Mack 2002
Die cast Matchbox toys from 1947 to mid-2001
pictured in 2447 photos and listed, including
matchbox-toys-a-collectors
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Collection from Matchbox, Skybusters,
Convoy/Super Rigs, Two-Packs, and much more
are featured. Over 200 color photographs enrich
this alphabetical guide to Matchbox's 'other'
toys. No more will you have to flip page after
page hunting for the car you're looking for - this
book makes locating it a snap!
Toy Car Collector's Guide - Dana Johnson
2005-05
Dana Johnson, author of Matchbox Toys, 1947 to
2003, Fourth Edition, The Other Matchbox Toys,
and Diecast Toys & Scale Models, has produced
a revised edition of his popular Toy Car
Collector's Guide. Newly updated and expanded,
this second edition provides an alphabetical
listing by brand of nearly 1,000 brands of cast
iron, tinplate, diecast, slush mold, plastic, white
metal, and other toy cars from around the world
and through automotive history. An estimated
50,000 models are represented, including brief
company profiles of every brand. Over 1,300
color photographs serve to greatly enhance the
exhaustive text of this all-inclusive book,
undoubtedly the most comprehensive on the
market.
Collecting Matchbox Diecast Toys - Kevin
McGimpsey 1989-01-01

Karen Obrien 2005-05-10
Built tough enough to withstand the demands of
any collector, this indispensable identification
and price guide, now in the 4th edition, has been
completely updated. &break;&break;The trusted
name in collecting toy cars and trucks provides
readers with over 300 manufacturers organized
alphabetically, and more than 15,000 listings some not listed anywhere else - priced in up to
three grades of condition!
&break;&break;Contains pressed steel, die-cast,
slush-molded, promotional models, rubber toys,
Japanese tin, and tin litho. With nearly 45,000
current market prices for Buddy L, Dinky, Corgi,
Keystone, Johnny Lightening, Marx, Auburn
Rubber, Tonka, Structo, Nylint, Matchbox, Hot
Wheels, Tootsie Toy, Wyandotte, and Ertl,
enthusiasts are sure to find a value for every toy
in their collection.
Britain’s Toy Car Wars - Giles Chapman
2021-10-01
For fifty years, Britain made the best toy cars in
the world, expertly shrinking every kind of
reallife vehicle and producing them in their
countless, die-cast millions. Dinky Toys were the
1930s pioneers, then in the 1950s came the
pocket-money Matchbox series, followed by
Corgi Toys bristling with ingenious features and
movie stardust. But who were the driving forces
behind this phenomenon? And how did they keep
putting the latest, most exciting cars into the
palm of your hand year after year? In this
illustrated and expanded edition of Britain’s Toy
Car Wars, Giles Chapman reveals the
extraordinary battle to dominate Britain’s toy
car industry, and the dramas and disasters that
finally saw the tiny wheels come off ...
Lesney's Matchbox Toys - Charlie Mack 1999-01
Matchbox die-cast metal vehicles took on a new
look in 1969 with the introduction of the
Superfast line. In this newly revised edition,
Charlie Mack has compiled accurate text with
clear color illustrations of the toys to identify all
of the many variations.
Diecast Model Cars Collection Log Book Pretty Cute Pretty Cute Books 2019-11-19
Are you or your children collectors of Diecast
Model Cars? Keep track of that collection and
record all the details such as: Model Name Year
Series Brand Color Scheme Wheel Type
Condition Where bought Date Acquired Extra

Matchbox Toys, 1947 to 2007 - Dana Johnson
2008
Collectors will be racing to the stores to get a
copy of the fifth edition of Matchbox Toys(R),
1947 to 2007. The easiest way to find a
Matchbox model that matches yours is to find a
book that lists them alphabetically. This latest
edition does just that by incorporating all the
Matchbox lines in alphabetical order by model
description and cross references for models with
multiple names. Featured are over 2,000 full
color photos and prices representing current
market values. Besides the Matchbox 1-75 series
and its various spin-offs, the book also includes
early Lesney models, Matchbox Major Packs,
Kingsize, Models of Yesteryear, The Dinky
Collection from Matchbox, Convoy, Battle Kings,
Sea Kings, Skybusters, Matchbox Collectibles,
Premiere Series, World Class, and much more.
Also provided are product listings for many
other toys marketed under the Matchbox brand
name. 2008 values.
O'Brien's Collecting Toy Cars & Trucks matchbox-toys-a-collectors
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Notes, etc. Includes a fillable table of contents at
the beginning to write down your Diecast
Vehicle Model names so you can see at a glance
the page number of each Vehicle. Room for up to
120 cars. Reliable standards Book industry
perfect binding (the same standard binding as
the books in your local library). Tough Glossy
Full-color SOFT cover. Crisp white paper, with
quality that minimizes ink bleed-through. The
book is great for either pen or pencil users.
Collecting Toys - Richard O'Brien 1990
This is the most comprehensive book on toys
ever written. A complete revision and update of
the fantastic 4th edition with new sections on
action figures, matchbox vehicles, and Japanese
tin wind-up toys. The favorite of toy collectors
worldwide, Collecting Toys is also just plain fun.
Illustrated.
Corgi Toys - Mick Overton 2019-02-15
Corgi Toys – ‘the ones with windows’ were the
toy cars to have in the 1960s, 70s and early 80s.
This is the ideal introduction to these toy
vehicles, made in Swansea until 1983.
Collector's Guide to Diecast Toys and Scale
Models - Dana Johnson 1998
Presents an alphabetical listing of manufacturers
of diecast scale models, with the names, model
numbers, and current values of each toy
Lesney's Matchbox Toys - Charlie Mack 2012
This revised 3rd Edition for Matchbox collectors
by one of America's foremost authorities
includes an updated price guide. The public's
enthusiasm and the long-term interest of
children as they grow into adulthood have
provided the necessary ingredients for Matchbox
toys to become ideal collectibles. The old toys
become scarce and variations of newer toys have
given collectors a challenge to own each one.
They collect not only the toys, but also the
catalogs, collector buttons, and boxes. All of
these and more are included here. The toys
pictured and listed represent the major
variations of the most popular series made by
Lesney Products from 1947 to mid-1969.
Included is a list of organized clubs for
collectors. This is a great resource for all
collectors and lovers of the regular wheel
Matchbox Toys.
The Big Book of Superfast Matchbox Toys Charles Mack 2005
When Mattel's Hotwheels toy cars exploded onto
matchbox-toys-a-collectors

the market in 1968, venerable Matchbox Toys
met the challenge with its Superfast line. The
successful result is now presented in the largest
book on Matchbox Toys ever produced - so big it
is two volumes that celebrate 35 years of
Matchbox Superfast production with over 7000
color photos and over 10,000 listed variations!
The detailed, beautiful photographs are a great
assistance to collectors for identification and
color reference. The Variation Listings, found in
Volume 1, are arranged alphanumerically by
product numbers, making location and crossreferencing easy. Photos are arranged by major
product lines, with Basic Models in Volume 1,
and everything else from Adventure Pack to
White Rose Collectibles arranged alphabetically
in Volume 2. Superfast models from late 2004
and early 2005 also appear in Volume 2. Each
photo includes the product number and name for
easy reference to the Variation Listings. To
further aid in identification there are helpful
indexes by MAN number and model names
(actual base names), as well as a general
alphabetical index. The model variations have
current market prices for each variation. Taken
together, these two great books are a must for
Matchbox collectors everywhere, a monumental
effort by one of the world's greatest authorities!
Volume 1: Over 2050 Color Photos of Basic
Models Illustrated Promotionals Miniature 1-75
Basic Listing Variations Listing with Values
Volume 2: Over 5000 Color Photos of Adventure
Packs & Action System to World Class Models
with late 2004 Models Alphabetical Index Index
to Annual Basic Range Listings 1998-2004 by
Issue Numbers (MW numbers) MAN Number
(frame number) Listing Alphabetical Index by
Actual Base Names
Corgi Juniors and Husky Models - Bill Manzke
2003-08-30
Corgi Juniors and Husky Models brings together
the story of these small-scale model cars and
other toys into one book for the first time. This
widely collected line of diecast toy cars and
trucks are examined in every detail. Over 500
full color photos and well-researched text
presents the entire history of these cars, from
the introduction of Husky Models in 1964, to the
Corgi Classics of today. Here are Corgi Juniors,
Corgi Rockets, Husky Toys, Whizzwheels
Conversions plus many more variations.
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Included is never before published information
on prototype, pre-production, and promotional
models, plus an extensive cross-reference
section which provides easy access to model
numbers and current values.
Complete Book of Hot Wheels - Bob Parker 2000
Wonderful color photographs cover nearly every
casting from the first Hot Wheels toy cars
through the 1999 model year. A complete visual
guide with a listing of the many variations to
help collectors sort through the vast and rapidly
growing world of Hot Wheels.
The Old Car Nut Book - David Dickinson
2013-08-01
The Old Car Nut Book was designed with the
idea that EVERYONE in the old car hobby has a
story or two to tell. These are stories from
regular Old Car Nuts from across America.
Contributors range from people like the average
Joe at a car show to collectors and restorers that
are very well known and respected in their local
communities. The stories in this book tell about
the contributor's experiences from the time that
cars first caught their eye up to their latest
project and reveal the people and events that
made an impact on them. You'll laugh and you'll
cry. You'll step right into the past with each
story told. Excerpts from The Old Car Nut Book
My wife said, "You paid how much for what?
What are you, president of the Stupid Club?" I
guess I have yet to learn my lesson. Maybe my
dad was right "Excerpt from Lessons in Stupidity
by Gary M. Hughes " She had heard me coming
from a block away and watched with amusement
as I tried to extract myself from the Pantera. As I
clumsily attempted to exit the car, my foot
caught on the seat and I almost landed on my
keister in front of the whole neighborhood Vicki
chuckled and said, wryly, "Any cool factor you
may have by owning that car will immediately be
obliterated when they see you trying to get out
of it " "Excerpt from Pandora by Chris Kimball " I
put my foot to the floor and unleashed its full
explosive power. It kicked the car into a hard
fishtail to the right, which is exactly what I
wanted. I held my foot to the floor while looking
out the right side of the windshield. I could
kinda hear my passenger screaming something,
but didn't care. I slammed it into second gear
and the force caused the rubber dash pad that
covered the entire length of the dash to fly off
matchbox-toys-a-collectors

into John's lap. Fishtailing to the left now, the
screaming was getting much louder but I still
couldn't make it out clearly. I slammed it into
third, revving between gears enough to go
sideways one more time before shifting to fourth
and coasting. "Excerpt from A Ride To
Remember by Jim Muchenfuhs" I'd slide behind
the huge steering wheel, peer out the tiny
windows, and dream that I was driving it. Of
course, in my dreams it was pristine, rather than
the rusting hulk sitting in the briars on two flat
tires that it really was. Someday, I'm gonna have
one of these, I'd tell myself. "Excerpt from Good
Job Kid by Tom Glide " Resigning myself to
saying goodbye, I bent and gave her a final kiss
on the hood and walked away. I was so upset
that I forgot to even take any pictures. Walking
away, I didn't look back and I've never seen her
again, but I keep going back to the New England
Summer Nationals every year. "Excerpt from
Telltale Skirts by Domenic Tringali" I raced with
some of the biggest names in Stock Car Racing,
like Ralph Earnhart, Gale Yarborough, David
Pearson, and Lee Petty. I remember a young
Dale Earnhart hanging around with all of us
drivers at the track when he was just a little boy.
"Excerpt from Go Karting in the Fast Lane by
Captain Jack McClure " Again, he revved his
engine to demonstrate the deep throaty sound of
the old glass pack mufflers as he rocked back
and forth in his seat, anxiety about to get the
best of him. I was sure he was going to jump the
light early. I revved back. "Excerpt from The
Race That Never Happened by David Dickinson"
He was awe struck, to say the least, and didn't
speak for a few minutes. He was just taking it all
in. This was an extremely "special" moment for
us both and one I will carry for with me forever.
"Excerpt from"Bonneville Bob" by Ron Shincke "
Collecting Diecast Vehicles - Peter Rixon
2005
An in-depth guide to collecting diecast vehicles,
including history, collecting information, and
prices.
Tinplate Toy Cars of the 1950s and 1960s from
Japan - Andrew Ralston 2008
After the Second World War, Japanese toy
makers made tinplate replicas of many American
and European cars, often reaching surprising
heights of realism. Today, these tin cars are the
most desirable of all vintage toys, fetching prices
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at auction in excess of diecast cars such as
Dinky Toys. Seeking out the finest examples of
these toys has been a lifelong passion for Bruce
Sterling of New York, who has allowed his
collection to be pictured in this volume. 150 of
the rarest and best toys are shown, all of them in
pristine condition with their original boxes.
Cadillac, Chevrolet, Buick, Packard and many
other famous American names are represented,

matchbox-toys-a-collectors

in addition to a good selection of European
vehicles. All the toys are described in detail, and
background information is provided about the
prototypes on which they are based. A guide to
current values is also given. This is a book that
will be treasured, not only by specialist
collectors, but by all who are passionate about
vintage toys and classic vehicles.
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